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Chairman's Brood Box

Tony Lindsell
I make no apologies for starting this month as I finished 

my brood box last month talking about the Asian hornets 
which I think are probably the biggest current threat to our 
bees, other pollinating insects and beekeeping. I’ve heard 
some suggest that they’ve had Asian hornet overload and 
that it’s inevitable that it will be established in the UK so 
why bother?  Well I don’t agree with that and I know that 
many Devon members don’t agree either. In fact, I am very 
proud of the high profile publicity some of our members in 
Devon are creating. I mentioned them last month, Martyn 
Hocking, Jill and Ken Beagley, Colin Lodge and a host 
of volunteers and supporters. They organised an excellent Asian Hornet Open 
Event in January which has stimulated both regional and national interest not just 
with beekeepers but amongst other ‘wildlife and environmental’ organisations that 
are also vulnerable to or concerned about the effects of the Asian hornet being 
established here. A summary of that event appears elsewhere in this magazine 
and a number of videos of the presentations are available through the DBKA 
website and on YouTube.

As a result of Martyn Hocking’s experience when he encountered the Asian 
hornet, I have worked with him and others to produce some general and simple 
guidance protocols to help Branches and individual beekeepers to be better 
prepared should they encounter an Asian Hornet. The protocols are not intended 
to be prescriptive but to assist in creating some plan of action for when it’s needed. 
The protocols have been endorsed by your Branches through the DBKA Executive 
Council and are now available on the DBKA website. If you aren’t able to access 
them on the internet, then I’m sure your Branch Chairman or Secretary will happily 
print off a copy for you. Ken Basterfield, Devon’s Link Trustee to the BBKA, will 
be taking these protocols to the BBKA Executive so they may well be adopted 
nationally.

Talking of national matters, you may recall I represented you at the BBKA 
Annual Delegates’ Meeting held in Warwick on 13th January. I presented the two 
propositions that our own members had championed relating to the importation 
of bees particularly, but not exclusively, relating to bees from Italy where Small 
Hive Beetle has been established for some time. Both propositions were 
enthusiastically supported by the vast majority of Associations at the meeting. 
The effect of our propositions means that 1) BBKA now has to adopt an active 
programme of publicity to inhibit and discourage the importation of bees to reduce 
the risk of the accidental introduction and spread of bee pests and disease into 
this country and 2) BBKA must seek evidence from the relevant authorities of the 
robustness of the process for issuing a Bee Health Certificate in order to avoid the 
introduction and spread of bee pests and diseases into this country. I’m hoping 
Ken will keep us updated on how these propositions are implemented.
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DBKA County Honey Show
17th to 19th May 2018

 My experience of the ADM is that it is often about administration and 
procedures, rarely about bees and beekeeping and not always a friendly 
environment to be in. It was therefore a pleasure for me to be representing an 
Association that has an active membership concerned about the health and well-
being of the honey bee and the future of beekeeping.

So with those updates out of the way, I can now mention bees and beekeepers. 
March is always an exciting month to look forward to as we see our bees become 
more and more active. We learn about how they’ve survived the winter (or not) and 
start planning another season full of hope and optimism. I am writing this article in 
early February but last week I saw that bees from one of my hives were actually 
bringing in pollen. Proof, if proof were needed, that it’s going to be a good year. 
Did I say that last year?   

The Bees & Honey Marquee at the Devon County Show won the Features Silver 
Medal in 2017, and for 2018 the marquee will include Candle Rolling, Honey 
Sales, Honey Tasting, and Equipment Sales stalls, Asian Hornet exhibit, Live Bee 
Handling and the Honey, Wax and Other Exhibits’ Competition.

The DBKA Show Committee running the Marquee is always supported by an 
enthusiastic group of volunteer stewards, without whom it would not be possible 

to present the outstanding profile of 
the DBKA properly to the public.  We 
are always looking for new volunteers - 
particularly the younger ones of you out 
there and those new to the Branches 
across the County.  The commitment 
ranges from a single half-day to a full 
three days of help - the choice is yours - 
and there are opportunities to help on a 
particular stall or section, or in a general 
role.  An entry ticket to the Show is 
included, which means you can enjoy 
the Show as well - for free - in return for 
your help.  Parking at the Show is free.

Anyone interested in having a 
thoroughly rewarding and enjoyable 
day out, and joining a very friendly and 
enthusiastic team, please contact me 
on 01805-601715; 07789-435477; or 
e-mail tupnce@aol.com.  I look forward 
to hearing from as many of you as 
possible.

Barry Neal, Chief Steward
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Asian Hornet Open Meeting
Lilah Killock

It all began back in November, when the Beekeeping 
magazine with Martyn Hocking's photograph of the 
Asian hornet on the cover dropped onto the doormats 
of Colin Lodge of Torbay Beekeepers, and Jill and Ken 
Beagley of Totnes & Kingsbridge Branch.  Both Colin 
and Ken and Jill were so worried about what they 
read of Martyn's experiences that they independently 
contacted him to express their concerns.  And so it 
was that Ken and Jill arranged for Martyn to come 
to South Devon to talk to beekeepers about his 
experience and afterthoughts.  They booked their local 
parish hall - a venue well situated for beekeepers in 
the South of Devon.  However, before long they had 

spread their invitation far and wide.  The 
response was amazing, not just from 
Devon, but from beekeeping associations 
all over the Southwest, and the NBU's 
Contingency Planning and Science 
officer, Nigel Semmence, asked if he 
could have a few minutes to talk about 
the part the NBU played. 

In the end, over 140 people attended 
the meeting on Saturday 20 January 
at Harberton Parish Hall - not just 
beekeepers, but representatives from 
Exeter and Plymouth Universities, Bristol 

Zoo, and the Devon Wildlife Trust.  Donations collected on the day went towards 
the cost of filming the meeting.  

Martyn Hocking started his talk by giving some brief details of his background, 
and then eloquently detailed his emotions and experiences after first sighting the 
Asian hornet in his apiary in North Devon (as described in his article in Beekeeping 
in November).  It was ten days between his first 
sighting of the Asian hornet until the nest was found - 
he felt that a week could have been saved if the email 
response from the Non Native Species Secretariat 
(NNSS) had been more helpful and had he known that 
rather than try to get a photograph, he should have 
caught a specimen.   

He thanked the representatives from the NBU 
for the work they do on behalf of beekeepers 
and especially thanked those who had come to 

Ken Beagley

Martyn Hocking

Jill Beagley
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Woolacombe in late summer last year, but told the 
meeting that once the NBU were on the scene he had 
been told to his amazement that he had no further part 
to play in the proceedings, and he had never received 
any acknowledgement for the part he played. When 
the nest was found, about 500 metres from his home, 
he could not be told its location because of "protocol". 

He believed a greater involvement of beekeepers at 
a local level was needed if future outbreaks were to be 
curtailed, and was in favour of the formation of Asian 
Hornet Action Teams (AHATs).   Martyn Hocking's talk 
can be viewed online at https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=jOnb3R2ozz4&t=69s

Nigel Semmence was next on.  He had asked to speak for a few minutes, but, 
not surprisingly he took much longer than that to explain the position of the NBU 
in tracking down the Asian hornet, both at Tetbury in 2016, and Woolacombe in 
2017.   He told the audience that he had been talking about the Asian hornet for 
nine years, and that he was responsible for the Asian Hornet Identification sheets 
produced by the NBU.   He pointed out that that many of the things Martyn, in 
his talk, had asked the NBU to do, are not the responsibility of the NBU, but the 
responsibility of the NNSS.  Nigel said that there was a lot that beekeepers could 
do to help.  Rapid detection of the Asian hornet is the key.  In the spring, Asian 
hornet queens will be out looking to begin to make a nest, and in the autumn, 
a good time to spot hornets is when the ivy is in flower.  (The Woolacombe and 
Tetbury hornets were both seen feeding on Ivy Mining Bees.)

 As for the response to Martyn's initial contact, he pointed out that the Asian 

Nigel Semmence has the full attention of the audience

No, it's not real! A useful prop 
made by Jill and used by 

Martyn to illustrate his talk.
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Hornet App received 4500 alerts in 2017 and 2782 in 2016.  (Triaging is based 
mainly on photographs submitted.)  Of the two positive identifications in 2017, 
the other one was in Scotland.  (An Asian hornet had come into the country in a 
container in February, escaped into a warehouse and subsequently died.)  

Five hundred queens on average emerge from an Asian hornet nest in the 
autumn - 90% to 95% of them die over the winter.  This means that perhaps 25 
or so queens will emerge in the spring, and spread out over a 5 km radius.  Nigel 
pointed out that if a nest had been missed in the past as had been suggested, 
surely hornets from at least one of the resulting 20 or so nests would have been 
seen?  The NBU are continuing to place monitoring traps in the Woolacombe area, 
and they are also placing traps at Tetbury.  

Lessons had been learnt, and as for improving communications between the 
NBU and beekeepers, there are many ways the NBU currently keeps beekeepers 
up to date including newsletters and articles, Beebase Asian hornet pages and 
news pages, advisory leaflet, talks and Bee Health Days, press releases and 
BeeBase alerts.  He urged those present to encourage all beekeepers to register 
on BeeBase.

Nigel finished by describing other initiatives that are being developed.  There 
are plans to use helicopter drones with thermal imaging to find nests.  A team 
from Exeter University is involved in 
research tagging hornets in France.  
Modelling is in place to take account 
of the instance where a nest is 
missed in one area to find how the 
nests might be detected.

 The day concluded with a 
question and answer session 
chaired by Tony Lindsell, DBKA 
Chair, featuring Martyn Hocking and 
Nigel Semmence with help from 
Simon Jones.

The questions came thick 
and fast including, for example, 
what plans are there for the 
time when the NBU's resources 
are no longer adequate?  Nigel 
Semmence answered that it was 
Defra who determined policies.  He 
urged people to contact Defra on 
beehealthinfo@defra.gsi.gov.uk

Is there any evidence that the 
NBU might be able to involve local 
beekeeping groups?  Would NBU 
assist in training and resources, etc?  There were plenty of people eager to ask questions

Tony Lindsell, DBKA Chair, gets the question and 
answer session underway
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Nigel Semmence replied yes, but rather than dealing 
with each county association, he would prefer them 
to go through the BBKA heirarchy mechanism.   Bee 
Health Days were open to all beekeepers.  Simon Jones 
organised three Bee Health Days a year, where the Asian 
hornet was a specific issue. 

What three things can beekeepers do now?  This was 
one for Martyn Hocking who replied that beekeepers 
should go to meetings, take away key messages, and 
form Asian Hornet Action Teams. 

 One questioner asked why the NBU wouldn't tell local beekeepers where 
the nests had been found.  Apparently this is to stop the media getting hold of 
the news and subsequently invading the area, generally getting in the way and 
misreporting the facts - not to mention publishing photographs of the wrong hornet.

 What is the best bait for attracting hornets?  Answer: Veto-Pharma.  
In response to a question about trapping, Nigel Semmence answered that the 

NBU recommend monitoring traps.  These do not have to be placed near your 
hives.  They can be placed anywhere you can check them regularly and release 
beneficial insects.

(At this point Ken Beagley interjected to say that as part of the British Wasp 
Survey, two thousand traps had been placed across the UK in 2017.  Not all the 
results were in, but to date there had been no sign of Asian hornets in the traps.)

In what form do we submit coordinates of a sighting?  Answer: Ordnance Survey 
British Grid.  Everybody should look up the grid reference of their apiary and have 
it ready.

What should we do if someone is stung by an Asian hornet and suffers an 
anaphylactic shock?  Answer: The systems are the same as if stung by a honey 
bee. Stings are rare - in France, stings have occurred when someone is interfering 
with a nest.

The question and answer session concluded with Ken 
Beagley asking the audience to raise their hands if they knew 
the meaning of RSS, to which very few people responded. 
Ken explained that RSS is the unhelpful name of the 'button' 
on the BeeBase home page which takes the user to the NBU 
news feed.  

Tony Lindsell then read out the Devon Beekeepers’ 
Guidance Protocols (now on the DBKA website - see the links 
at the end of this article) and Colin Lodge briefly spoke about 
the newly formed Torbay Branch Asian Hornet Action Team 
(AHAT) (described in Colin's article in last month's issue of 
Beekeeping). Colin's talk is available to view on https://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=hdSvkii6dXA

Thanks for organising this lively and informative meeting go 
The RSS button

Colin Lodge
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From
£128.00

to Ken and Jill Beagley and Colin Lodge.  The meeting was funded by Totnes & 
Kingsbridge Branch, some of whose members provided the splendid cakes. East 
Devon Branch gave a generous donation towards the cost.   DBKA contributed 
to the funding of the videos.  And, last but by no means least, thanks go to 
the villagers of Harberton who helped with the refreshments and car parking 
arrangements.
Further reading: English Pest Specific Contingency Plan for Asian Hornet (Vespa 
velutina nigrithorax) September 2017
Martyn Hocking’s talk can be viewed online: https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=jOnb3R2ozz4&t=69s
Link to Wasp Survey: http://www.bigwaspsurvey.org/
Devon Protocols can be viewed at: http://www.devonbeekeepers.org.uk/
asianhornet/guidance-for-beekeepers/
http://www.devonbeekeepers.org.uk/asianhornet/guidance-for-branches/
http://www.devonbeekeepers.org.uk/asianhornet/how-to-obtain-a-sample/

(All photographs by Kevin Gillard)

5-frame Nuclei  £155-00 Locally bred on the edge of Dartmoor.  Will have 
been inspected by a Bee Inspector.Please contact Peter Hunt for further details.
Telephone 01647440322,  peter@beesindevon.co.uk

For Sale
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Have you ever wondered why you have to take 30 bees for sampling when 
checking for disease or wing morphology?

It is all about sampling and predicting: a sort of crystal ball gazing with some 
acquired knowledge!  Counting all the bees in a hive or the number of fish in a 
shoal is not a very practical means. The method we use is called proportional 
reasoning.

If you want to know the number of bees in a hive, take a small sample of about 
30 bees.  Mark each bee in the same way you would mark a queen, and then 
return these marked bees to the hive.  After some time, when you think the marked 
bees have mixed with the other bees in the colony, take another sample. 

Let us assume this second sample contains 100 bees.  In this sample, there 
will likely be some of the marked bees from the first sample.  Suppose there are 6 
marked bees.  In effect, you have the following proportion:

Number of marked bees ÷ Number of bees in sample =  
Number of marked bees ÷ Number of bees in hive
Using the above example, we get 6 ÷ 100 = 30 ÷ x, where x is the total number 

of bees in the hive.
Solving the above equation, tells us that x = 500.  Therefore, from our sample 

we can predict that there are 500 bees in the hive.  We have to sample a lot more 
bees in a full hive in the summer, due to the sheer numbers involved, when there 
are up to 50,000 in residence.
Timing is of importance

A honeybee colony is a complex superorganism with changing features in 
response to seasonal changes in the environment.  Average age increases, for 
example, in colonies in the autumn in temperate regions, because of the transition 
to winter bees.  Immediately after a colony has produced a swarm, the bees 
remaining in the nest will have a large proportion of bees younger than 21 days, 
lowering the average age of bees in the colonies. 

The same is true for recently caught swarms, because the brood will not have 
had enough time to develop, and one could expect rather an over-aged structure.  
Therefore, it is recommended that your aim is to have an average/normal /
representative sample, by allowing time for the colony to adjust before collecting 
them.

In most cases, you want older flying bees that have been exposed to all the 
problems in the hive.
Disease Methology

In the excellent Beekeeping Study Notes - Microscopy Certificate by J D and 
B D Yates, in Appendix 1 they have set out the mathematical formula for disease 
sampling, and fortunately for us without the university training, they have simplified 

Why is 30 the Sampling Number?
Graham Kingham
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Mentoring – What's that about?
Dick Everett

and have also included a graph for easy calculations.
The basis of this chart allows for the number of infected bees in the 30-sample 

rate to be predicted.  For example if 3 bees where found infected out of a sample 
rate of 30 then we can assume that there is a possibility that 99% of that colony 
has 47.5% of its population also infected.  If only one bee is found infected then 
there would be a possibility that 99% of that colony has 20% of its population 
infected.

The Yates team could not find any recent reasons for sampling when writing the 
study notes in 1995, so set their own equations up; these seem to have stood the 
test of time.

There has now been an update regarding how, when and where statistical 
analysis can be used for bee disease research. Please look online for The Journal 
of Apicultural Research, Coloss Beebook Volume 2.  I warn you it is heavy going!  
I must also point the avid reader to the late Dave Cushman’s beekeeping website  
www.dave-cushman.net which, as usual, explains things with great clarity.

Well, it sounds special, but it’s nothing more than an experienced beekeeper 
looking after a less experienced beekeeper and helping him or her stay on the 
right track in their early days in the craft - which is the kind of thing beekeepers do 
gladly anyway.  

But it could be important.  Because for an inexperienced beekeeper to get the 
right advice at the right time from a person they relate to could mean that their 
bees will be saved from a disease, that wasteful swarming will be prevented, and 
the newcomer will also have the potential of a better honey crop.  

There are many beekeepers throughout Devon who have the time and 
enthusiasm to help in this way.  If their help can be given at the right time, it 
could be absolutely invaluable, and create happy and fruitful lifetime memories of 
beekeeping for both giver and receiver.

As with most jobs in any kind of club, in each DBKA Branch it is often a very 
small number of people who do most of the work, including being on hand to 
advise new beekeepers.   Each one of them often goes far beyond the call of duty, 
answering, sometimes indirectly, the call of their beloved bees.  

If you would like to encourage new beekeepers - perhaps being assigned a 
couple of new beekeepers in your area to nurture and guide - it would be of 
immense benefit to them.  Perhaps to you too.  In most walks of life, those who 
give of themselves are often surprised by the positive results of the natural law of 
reaping what they sow.  

If you are interested in helping in this way, please contact your Branch Secretary. 
They will be delighted to hear from you.  
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As part of a DARG project in 2016 I trialled the BeeGYM to see if this apparently 
bizarre device actually worked in controlling varroa. My findings indicated that it 
was probably beneficial as part of an integrated pest management programme, but 
my trial was too small to be conclusive. This trial was reported in an article Trialling 
the BeeGYM published in Beekeeping and I intended to continue with the trial.

However early in 2017 Stuart Roweth released a Mini BeeGYM to fit into a 
brood frame in an effort to make it more available for the young bees that are 
generally the mite carriers. It is about the size of a plastic frame end, and a pair 
clip together through the comb so there is one on each side. Each one is equipped 
with two loose paddles and a spike for bees to use as scratching posts. I decided 
to try this out instead. At this time the instructions were that five pairs should be 
installed in each hive, to be placed on alternate brood frames about 1" back from 
the front side bars and ½" above the bottom bars so that the gyms were adjacent 
to the hive entrance. 

In line with my 
previous trial I 
would count the 
mite fall from the 
colonies, making 
a percentage 
comparison 
between the 
area under the 
BeeGYMs and the 
rest of the floor. A 

control colony would be required without BeeGYMs 
and the same areas compared, so if the percentage were higher with the BeeGYM 
fitted colony it would indicate an enhanced drop. To ‘catch’ live mites, sticky back 
plastic was placed beneath the BeeGYM area. I marked my floor inserts with a line 
3½" (9 cm) back from the front so that the frontal area was centred beneath the 
Mini BeeGYMs. This area equated to the 7" (18 cm) square used with the early 
trial and is 22% of the floor insert area on my Modified National Hives.

I selected two bee colonies by random selection using a tossed coin. One colony 
was fitted with the Mini BeeGYMs on 26 March 2017 following two weeks of varroa 
drop monitoring. Mite drops were counted on a daily or alternate day basis as 
otherwise too much debris accumulates making accurate counting difficult.  The 
drops were totalled up weekly and the percentage difference between the square 
and the rest of the board recorded. Graph 1 shows the results, which indicated 
little difference between Mini BeeGYM and the control colony.

At the end of May 2017 new instructions were issued to fit the BeeGYMs on 
alternate frames at the middle if the comb just above the bottom bars. It was 

Trialling the Mini BeeGYM
Richard Ball

Fitted to the front of a brood 
frame

The Mini BeeGYM
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suggested that it was best to fit them over a central foundation wire. I could 
understand this as I had found that the bees tended to chew the comb away from 
around the Mini BeeGYM. However this was difficult to do as with my make of 
foundation it means fitting the foundation as what I consider to be upside down!  
As I was fitting them to already drawn combs it was not an option - they remained 
secure throughout the trial.

 On 4 June 2017 I changed the position of the Mini BeeGYMs in the 
existing trial colony (4), selected another colony (7), by the toss of a coin, and 

fitted it with another gym set. The previous 
control colony (1) was joined by colony 8. 
This provided one control colony to one 
gym fitted colony. Monitoring was changed 
to compare the mite drop to the centre 
3½" of the insert directly beneath the Mini 
BeeGYMs. Mites were counted as before. 
The results are shown in Graph 2.

The higher percentage is mostly in the Mini 
BeeGYM fitted colonies indicating that they are 
effective in increasing the mite drop

My initial conclusion is that for this trial the 
Mini BeeGYM was of no or little use with a 
front fitting but has been beneficial for the 
centre fitting. However many more similar 
trials are needed for a considered conclusion. 
My personal preference is to use the previous 
floor-fitting BeeGYM because it is easier to 

Graph1. Early Season Front fi tted BeeGYM
Shows the percentage of varroa mites counted under the Mini BeeGYM within the 

front 3½" strip of the fl oor insert. This equates to 22% of the fl oor area, which is 
shown by the grey line on the graph.

The higher and lower percentage alternates between each colony indicating it is of 
no eff ect.

Centre fi tted Mini BeeGYM
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DON'T SELL ALL YOUR HONEY YET!
Devon County Show honey sales needs 
your honey and other hive products to 
sell at this year's County Show.
Honey always sells well, but so do 
candles, and other hive products. So 
get making and use this opportunity to 
promote your products. Our customers 
usually purchase honey from the area 
where they come from, so take the 
opportunity to promote your honey by 
donating some jars for the Taste of 
Honey Stall; sampling your honey is the 
best way to sell it! 
Check out the DBKA website for this 
year's prices.
The County retains 20% of the selling 
price as commission.  
Jack Mummery, (Devon County Show 
Honey Sales Coordinator), Jabeda 
Barton, West Buckland, EX32 0SG; 
01598-760209; e-mail: jackmummery@
mypostoffice.co.uk

use and does not interfere with the integrity of the brood nest. I shall carry on 
with the floor type of BeeGYM trial using more colonies in 2018. If these sort of 
projects interest you why not come along to DARG meetings or if you would like 
to trial the BeeGYM yourself please contact me, Richard Ball, Chairman DARG, 
buzzybeeball@yahoo.co.uk

Graph 2, Late season centre fi tted Mini BeeGYM 
Shows the percentage of varroa mites counted under the ‘Mini BeeGYM’ within the 
centre 3½-inch strip of the fl oor insert. This equates to 22% of the fl oor area, which 

is shown by the black line on the graph.

SOME VERY INTERESTING WINTER 
HOMEWORK! 
Are you one of the modern 
generation? Do you have an iPad or 
laptop that you browse the internet 
with in the evenings? 
There is a superb site on YouTube 
with over 100 instructional videos 
ranging from five to 30 minutes, 
offering tips and advice, together with 
clear explanations of a good range 
of beekeeping subjects including 
microscopy: https://www.youtube.com/
user/TheNorfolkHoneyCo
Brunel Microscopes Ltd and 
Maisemore Apiaries want to promote 
healthy beekeeping and have 
sponsored Stewart from the Norfolk 
Honey Company to produce these little 
gems. 
Find a quiet five minutes to watch and 
listen. You will not be disappointed. 

Graham Kingham
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Gandhi and the Honey Bee
Jeremy Barnes

(As we approach the 150th anniversary of Gandhi's birth)
The first scene in Richard Attenborough’s movie, Gandhi, is the  assassination 

of the protagonist by a Hindu patriot who feared that the Mahatma’s emphasis on 
non-violence would prevent newly independent India from pursuing its national 
interest with military vigour.   

At the time, January 1948, Gandhi’s life seemed to have been a spectacular 
failure. His beloved India had been partitioned into Hindu and Muslim majority 
states accompanied by devastating fratricide resulting first in the uprooting and 
deaths of millions of people along religious lines, and secondly the beginning of 
a tension that was to cause numerous wars that, in turn, launched a debilitating 
arms race.  India had achieved independence from the imperial rule of the British 
Raj but not from modern industrial society as introduced by western imperialism; 
even Gandhi’s disciple, Prime Minister Jawaharlal Nehru, believed in rapid 
industrialisation and urbanisation in an attempt to transform a billion people into 
consumers. 

Gandhi was born on a sub-continent that was predisposed to the West, both 
intellectually and materialistically.  Europeans, backed by gunboat diplomacy, 
had flooded the local markets with their manufactured products, exported millions 
of Indian workers to far-off colonies, and, convinced of their moral superiority, 
imposed profound social and cultural reforms on their subjects.  Many Indians 
were forced to abandon their immemorial villages with a life defined by religion, 
family and tradition, for a society dominated by white men who were driven by the 
profit motive and sustained by a belief in the national state enforced by superior 
weaponry.

Initially Gandhi bought into this scenario.  He received a western-style education, 
studied law in London and, on his return to India, set up a law practice, as part 
of which he was sent to South Africa in 1893 by an Indian trading firm.  In what 
was to be a 21-year incubation period, Gandhi was subject to a number of racial 
humiliations and witnessed the moral and psychological vacuum of a country in 
which, as in India,  the old ways and life styles were being replaced by the cultural 
and political norms of western capitalism.  And as a stretcher-bearer during the 
Boer War he experienced first-hand the violence of early twentieth century warfare. 

He was not alone in his awakening.  Many Chinese and Muslim intellectuals 
argued that the ideals of the European Enlightenment were no more than a moral 
cover for racial hierarchies; they sought comfort in a revamped Confucianism and 
Islam, only later to be pushed aside by hard-line communists and fundamentalists. 
Gandhi’s difference was the realisation that rampant nationalism or religiosity 
would simply replace one set of deluded rulers with another - “English rule without 
the Englishman” he called it - and his term satyagraha, literally holding fast to truth 
in Sanskrit, argued for political and cultural reform by non-violent means.  It was 
truth as moral engagement.

To Gandhi, the industrial revolution, by turning human labour into a source 
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of power, profit and capital, had made economic prosperity the goal of politics, 
rather than religion, ethics and the well-being of all. The traditional virtues of 
India - simplicity, patience, frugality, otherworldliness - were denigrated as 
backward.  Thus Gandhi dressed simply and rejected all outward signs of being 
an intellectual, even though his Collected Works cover over 100 volumes.  In 
South Africa his closest friends were English and German Jewish intellectuals; 
he was initiated into Hindu philosophy by a Russian and he quoted as often from 
the New Testament, Ruskin, Thoreau, G K  Chesterton and Tolstoy as from the 
Bhagavad Gita. Rather than present himself as a national politician, which he was, 
he focused on moral self-knowledge and spiritual strength, upholding the self-
sufficient rural community over the nation-state, cottage industries over factories 
and manual labour over machines. 

The traditional authorities fought back, perhaps with the fear that can come from 
deep truths about which they were in denial.   Winston Churchill, who regarded 
himself as a true democrat, said in 1930, It is alarming and also nauseating to see 
Mr Gandhi, a seditious middle temple lawyer, now posing as a fakir of a type well 
known in the east, striding half-naked up the steps of the viceregal palace, while 
he is still organising and conducting a defiant campaign of civil disobedience, to 
parley on equal terms with the representative of the king-emperor. 

In more ways than one, Gandhi, in his belief in self-determination for all people 
and the universal equality of all of mankind, was much the greater of the two 
democrats. It is no surprise that Churchill loathed Gandhi. Gandhi  loathed no-one.

By the beginning of 1948, in the midst of civil war and Indian capitalism, 
the 80-year old Gandhi may well have been discouraged.  Shortly before his 
assassination he had embarked on yet another hunger strike but had vehemently 
refused all police protection; it was almost as if he welcomed an end to a lifelong 
struggle that seemed not to have produced any tangible results. 

And yet his name is wistfully invoked in many conflict zones today, not least by 
the non-violent demonstrators who prayed unflinchingly on Kasr al-Nil, in Cairo, 
as they were assaulted by Hosni Mubarak’s water canons, or in the yearning for 
a person of his stature in either Israel or Palestine, if not both.   He inspired many 
globally revered figures, including Martin Luther King, Nelson Mandela, the Dalai 
Lama, Archbishop Desmond Tutu, and Aung San Suu Kyi (before the Rohingya 
debacle). 

Besides Indians, who were motivated to something like self-sacrifice in the name 
of the common good, Gandhi’s message resonated with that part of the British 
soul that was sympathetic to the values he embodied.  It worked too in Alabama 
and Mississippi in the 1950’s and 60’s, whereas it did not work with Stalin or Mao, 
nor would it have done with, say, the Khmer Rouge.  Indeed Gandhi’s suggestion 
in the 1930’s that Jews should resist the Nazis with non-violence was woefully 
misguided.

As the spiritually minded, sage-like thinkers, advocating ethical responsibilities 
and duties, have faded from the mainstream of our society, so have they been 
replaced by ideologies, institutions, science and commerce.  The writing is still 
there - Simone Weil, Reinhold Niebhur, Czeslaw Milosz, Vaclac Havel - but it is 
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hardly at the forefront of the national debate. When it comes to the challenge of 
trying to live ethically in the midst of radical change, of trying to be moral men 
and women in complex, immoral societies, Gandhi still seems to be the most 
distinguished figure in this countercultural tradition. He was the last political leader 
in the world who was a person, not a mask; the last leader on a human scale, 
Dwight Macdonald wrote in a tribute after his assassination. 

How, you ask, do honey bees relate to this story?  First, in northern climes it 
is easy to feel disillusioned when spring reveals a number of dead-outs in the 
apiary.  Despite all our caring, all our work, all the money we spent on nucs and 
packages and queens and sugar and medications and treatments, there may 
be no tangible results of our effort, of our caring. The survivors struggle in an 
environment increasingly despoiled by the artifacts of agrichemical businesses 
which are driven by profit rather than by morality, ethics and self-knowledge.  Most 
of us are hobbyists, members of a cottage industry, using manual labour rather 
than machines, and proudly so.  We can feel helpless when the bees fly beyond 
our immediate reach and venture unknowingly into a toxic realm.  The Mahatama 
might have used a hive as a symbol, rather than a spinning wheel. 

Gandhi’s great gift was to bring together in public spaces masses of highly 
motivated and disciplined protesters with a common passion.  As beekeepers 
we are not alone in our loss; indeed, like the honey bee, we cannot survive in 
isolation.  And the bees, our wards as well as our teachers, are not only motivated 
and disciplined but also demonstrate the traditional values that Gandhi so admired, 
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not least, simplicity, patience and frugality.  They are beacons of hope in the best 
of countercultural traditions. 

Secondly, Gandhi’s ecological world view, summed up in his homily Earth 
provides enough to satisfy every man’s need but not for every man’s greed, 
supports the increasing move towards backyard beekeeping, organic farming,  
farm-to-table restaurants and sustainable lifestyles - the kinds of practices that 
were common before the steam engine and the factory, a time when the majority 
were stewards of the land even if few could afford meat.  To bring home the bacon 
originated in the late Middle Ages as a sign of unusual good fortune. 

And thirdly, Gandhi realised that the triumph of the scientific world over the 
ethical one has desacralised nature and made it prey to ruthless, systematic, 
extractive economies who measure only in terms of the bottom line - mountain top 
mining, deforestation of the Amazon basin, monocultures covering the mid-west, 
factory hens, hormone-induced beef production, ‘clean coal,’ fracking, unrestricted 
off-shore drilling, to name a few.   Just as happened in nineteenth century India, 
we misguidedly struggle to achieve our independence from total reliance on nature 
and circumstance, but not from the dictates and materialism of a post-industrial 
culture. 

It is easy to romanticise Gandhi as he set out not only to undermine the system 
but also to change the hearts and minds of his opponents; in effect, to humanise 
them.  He was not perfect but he attracted respect with his sheer perseverance 
in the face of overwhelming obstacles - what has been labelled his moral 
stubbornness.  He made it clear he was in it for the long haul, as are we, the 
beekeepers, as we fight for environmental justice and reform.   

David Lean’s 1962 movie, Lawrence of Arabia, also opens with the death of 
the protagonist - a motorcycle accident in 1935 in Dorset.  After the First World 
War General Edmund Allenby, who had been Lawrence’s commanding officer, 
described him as the mainspring of the Arab movement, and as with India, the 
nationalism he inspired has not met with significant peace in the Middle East.  
Nor is Lawrence’s name spoken of with the same esteem as his contemporary, 
Gandhi, despite his many monumental acts of bravery, in part because Seven 
Pillars of Wisdom does not have the moral underpinning of the Mahatma’s writings, 
and in part because neither Lawrence, nor very few others, could replicate the 
fierce, transparent, internal battle that Gandhi fought with himself, an endless 
inner struggle between him and his idealised image of himself, that resonated so 
strongly with what others saw and experienced.  Thus is he called Mahatama, or 
Great Soul. 

Honey bees, their health and rates of attrition, are both a touchstone and a 
reminder of what happens when we as a society forget the difference between 
control over nature and living with nature.  The bees, the soul of nature, have not 
forgotten and they rely on us, the humble beekeepers, to relay their message. We 
can never go back to a pre-industrial age but we can strive for a balance. Honey 
bees offer a bridge, a connection, a link between the best of the old and the finest 
of the new.
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Hunting a Drone Congregation Area (DCA) Part 1

(A DARG Project)
Richard Simpson and Peter West

It is always interesting to explore a new aspect of beekeeping, particularly when 
an opportunity arises to do some useful research.  The object is to locate one or 
more drone congregation areas and thus see if previously described predictive 
factors can be applied locally, or added to.  Such information can also be useful in 
breeding programmes and disease control.

It has been known since the end of the eighteenth century that mating takes 
place outside the hive1.  Efforts to mate honey bees in confined spaces had failed.  
A mating area was heard and described by Gilbert White in 17892, but he was not 
clear as to its meaning and origin.  Now, we know that honey bees mate in flight, 
at the same place year after year, in the afternoon and at a temperature said to 
be generally above 19°C,3,4 ideally on a day of fine weather and a little breeze.  
Within their defined area, they will approach any object moving into their space, 
for instance a pebble thrown into the air, and ignore anything outside the defined 
space, including a queen. What we don’t know is how they choose the spot, but it 
is obviously readily identifiable to them as drones newly introduced to an area can 
be found in a nearby DCA within 10 minutes of release.3

Drones and queens from the same hive tend to visit different DCAs; the drones 
preferring the nearer.3  A drone has to be on-station for as long as possible 
awaiting a queen, whereas a queen can be mated within a few seconds or minutes 
of arrival.  Drones’ fuel capacity limits flight time to about 20 to 25 minutes. 
This equates to about 5 km each way, but allows no time for mating.  Nearer is 
therefore desirable. 

Friedrich Ruttner5, the leading German researcher, has this prescription for 
a queen mating flight: radius 500m to 5km, DCA typically 30m to 200m across 
and at 15m to 40m height. Other researchers state 6m to 30m.6 Windy days and 
thundery, warm weather appear to lower the favoured height. Bright, clear weather 
increases it.  We will come back to this.  (Also see Note 4.)

Knowing the range, what do we know about site selection criteria? Several 
factors have been described, but they are sometimes situation-specific.  For 
instance, an open sky horizon between the slopes of two mountains appears to 
be important in Austrian Alpine valleys (Figure 1).  In a flat landscape this would 
plainly not apply. There, drones appeared to be flying a similar distance, about 
800m, but the lure took time to attract drone visitors, implying a more random 
circular distribution around the hive rather than a concentration. Trees are also 
significant.  Woodland clearings or relatively confined and somewhat protected 
open ground near trees are promising, as are water courses. 

Other landscape features are known to be important, but often localised.  The 
late George Jenner, sometime County Bee Instructor for Devon, apparently 
asserted that there is a DCA over Honiton Sewage Works.  Certainly it is in a 
valley, near the River Otter surrounded by trees, but may have other attractions 
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too.  A body of warm 
water and hot concrete 
will emit an upcurrent 
of warm, moist air, 
and, conceivably, 
these water bodies 
might already be well 
known to honey bees.  
Tropical butterflies are, 
for example, attracted 
by the dissolved salts 
in urine.  Is there a 
parallel with honey 
bees?  Certainly they 
are no strangers to 
“dirty” pools, ponds and ditches.  We tried to test the idea at a small local water 
treatment works.  Unfortunately, we could not gain access on the day of our 
meeting (a Sunday) and it would, as it turned out, have also been too cold.  That is 
a suggestion still to be checked.

Drone flyways are also significant. Drones take particular flight paths when 
moving around, often following hedges or other landscape features.  An 
intersection of flyways, where a lot of drones will naturally be found, might 

be a good place for a 
concentration to accumulate.  
And for maximising one’s 
flying time the assistance 
of a thermal will be helpful.  
Such currents might be 
found where heat generated 
on a wide, flat area rises up 
the sides of a valley (Fig 2). 

Researchers in Puerto 
Rico used modern 
technology to try to 

pinpoint potential hot-spots.7  Using Geographic Information Systems (computer-
based programmes that will search a given area of landscape for prescribed 
characteristics) overlain with known hive locations, researchers identified 36 
candidate sites.  Field investigation confirmed 8 active DCAs, a strike rate of just 
22.22 per cent.  However, at the end of the programme the researchers concluded 
that if they had added further topographical filters, notably a southern aspect and a 
slope of <19°, they could have raised this strike rate to 75 per cent.

Are there other factors? Do bees use the earth’s magnetic field as many 
other animals do?  Honey bees’ bodies contain magnetite so they do have 
magnetosensitivity.  Could they even use non-magnetic geopathic stress 
anomalies, aka ley or energy lines, as it is claimed they do in selecting nest 

Figure 1

Figure 2
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and swarm sites?9   Before scepticism overtakes you, think water diviners.  The 
mechanism seems to work but we don’t know how.  Do bees get a reading too?

Might their acute sense of smell assist? If salmon can find their native river 
and dogs their owner or previous home by sense of smell, could bees identify 
a particular DCA odour or atmospheric condition?  We know that bees can be 
trained to a feeder with a specific scent and will then return to that feeder if the 
relevant scent is blown into the hive.8  This demonstrates they have retained 
a navigable “map” associated with a particular reward which is activated by a 
corresponding olfactory stimulus.  If there were to be a genetic basis to such a 
mating-area smell, then drones would be primed from birth to find it.  There is a 
drone pheromone that may encourage congregation and attract the queen, but 
could odour play any role in determining the place?  We don’t know.

Much of that is plainly speculative, but evidently we don’t know it all.  Cue 
investigation.

What was found in Austria is that a population greater than 1,000 drones is 
necessary to stabilise a DCA, and two DCAs explored had drones from 140 and 
230 colonies containing typically in excess of 10,000 drones.  The number varied 
according to local bee populations, season, weather, etc. Some DCAs may exist 
only at the height of the breeding season, consolidating to a smaller number as the 
drone population diminishes.  The great majority of drones are loyal to one DCA, 
but a minority visited two or more.10  There is also evidence that different races 

choose different times, heights and 
temperatures to make mating flights.  
This is a simple barrier to hybridisation, 
although not foolproof.

If that isn’t enough variables, a 
simple walk around with a baited rod 
will confirm that drones appear to 
be widely distributed. Peter Tomkins 
(former Head Apiarist at Rothamsted 
who worked with Colin Butler while the 
original queen substance research was 
being carried out) is doubtful whether 
all mating does occur at single defined 
locations, but only there is a comet 
formed. 

 In Part 2, next month, we apply the 
theory. 
References and comments
1  Nouvelles Observations sur des 
    Abeilles  Francois Huber, 1792
2  Natural History and Antiquities  
    of Selborne Gilbert White, 1789
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3   National Honey Show Lecture, Gudrun Koeniger  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cI26DLS2CyM&feature=youtu.be

4 The Honeybees of the British Isles Beowulf Cooper, pp21, 28 asserts that 
native bees (Amm) can and do mate from 9°C, which, in a poor summer, 
selects for a return to our native race, or strains with a significant Amm 
component.  Also, they form mating clusters as close as 200m or even in the 
apiary vicinity in smaller, less populated DCAs, especially in poor weather or 
less favourable sites.  This would tend to favour darker (nearer native) bees 
in high elevation or high rainfall apiaries. Evidence of apiary vicinity mating 
has been seen in East Devon (Blackdown Hills) when a drone with everted 
endophallus landed on a hive roof during colony inspection.

5 Breeding Techniques and Selection for Breeding of the Honey Bee, 1988  
Prof Friedrich Ruttner

6 JAR 1963 p64-66, Zmarlacki and Morse  
7 J Insect Sc Oct 2012 12:122 available at https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/

articles/PMC3635128/
8 Floral scents induce recall of navigational and visual memories in honeybees 

Judith Reinhard, Mandyam V Srinivasan, David Guez, Shaowu W Zhang 
Journal of Experimental Biology 2004 207:4371-4381; 
http://jeb.biologists.org/content/207/25/4371

9 Roger Patterson at http://www.dave-cushman.net/bee/leylines.html
10 Mating Biology of Honey Bees Gudrun and Nicklaus Koeniger, Jamie Ellis, 

Lawrence Connor
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Diary Dates

MARCH
Thu 1 7.30pm East Devon Dr Natalie Hampel D'Ibarra What's on the mind of 

pollen gatherers? (Kilmington Village Hall)       
Sun 4 10.00am Plymouth Improvers Meeting David Milford (Branch Apiary)
Sun 4 12 noon DARG Microscopy Day (Uplowman Village Hall)
Tue 6 7.00pm North Devon Hornet Trap workshop (The Castle Centre, 

Barnstaple)
Tues 6 7.30pm Tavistock Practical session - swarm control (No bees 

present!) (Tavistock Parish Room, Plymouth Rd)
Thu 8 7.30pm Okehampton The Use of the 'Nuc' Box Talk and a workshop on 

Asian Hornet traps (Whiddon Down Village Hall)
Thu 8 7.30pm Plymouth An Inspector Calls Martin Hann (SBI) Branch 

Meeting (Elburton Village Hall)
Thu 8 7.30pm Totnes & 

Kingsbridge
Starting the Season Clare Densley (St Luke's 
Church, Buckfastleigh - to be confirmed)

Sat 10 2.00pm Newton 
Abbot

Eleanor Burgess (SBI) The Finding of the First 
Asian Hornet (Clay Lane)

Sat 10 10.00am Holsworthy Hammering and Banging: Hive parts construction 
and instruction (Dunsland Apiary)

Sun 11 10.00am Plymouth Beginners Education Team (Branch Apiary)
Mon 12 7.30pm Torbay Introduction to Beekeeping Course Session 5 

(St Paul‘s Church, Preston TQ3 2DH ) 
Tue 13 7.30pm Torbay Branch winter talk Speaker to be confirmed

(St Paul‘s Church, Preston TQ3 2DH) 
Mon 16 7.30pm Torbay Branch Module One training (Session 4)

(Paignton Sainsbury’s restaurant)
Sat 17 10.00am Holsworthy Hammering and Banging: Hive and frames 

assembly (Dunsland Apiary) 
Sun 18 2.00pm North Devon Queen Rearing for All Clare Densley (The Castle 

Centre, Barnstaple)
Sun 18 10.00am Plymouth General Meeting Jean French (Branch Apiary)
Mon 19 7.00pm Exeter Bees and other insects as flying machines Robin 

Wooton, Honorary Fellow, Insect Biomechanics  
(Topsham Rugby Club)

Members may attend meetings of any Branch but it’s advisable to telephone the 
Branch Secretary first. Contact numbers are: 
East Devon 01404 841629 Exeter 01392 832956 Holsworthy 01237 440165

Newton Abbot 07935 041168 North Devon 07791 679283 Okehampton 01363 82361 

Plymouth   01752 338279 Tavistock 07824 627766 Tiverton   01363 860252

Torbay  01803 844804 Totnes & Kingsbridge 01752 894094
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Wed 21 7.30pm Tiverton New use for Nuc boxes without affecting the 

honey crop Keith Owers (Uplowman Village Hall)
Sun 25 10.00am Plymouth Beginners Meeting (2) Neil Downing-Waite/

Patrick Mansfield (Branch Apiary)
Mon 26 7.30pm Torbay Introduction to Beekeeping Course Session 5 

(St Paul‘s Church, Preston TQ3 2DH)
Fri 30 7.30pm Torbay Branch Module One training (Session 5)

(Paignton Sainsbury’s restaurant)
Sat 31 2.00pm Exeter First day of Apiary opening to members (Exeter 

Apiary - Directions from Secretary)
APRIL
Sun 1 2.30pm Holsworthy Inspections and Tidy Up (Dunsland Apiary) 
Thu 5 7.30pm East Devon Queen Not Seen - not in the books Dave Maslen  

(Kilmington Village Hall) 
Sat 7 TBC Exeter Beginners Practicals tbc (Exeter apiary) 
Sun 8 10.00am Plymouth Beginners Meeting  Valerie and Terry McAuliffe 

(Branch Apiary)
Sun 8 12 noon DARG Infrared Cameras in Beekeeping (Uplowman 

Village Hall)
Sat 14 2.30pm East Devon Comb Changing Simon Foster (Hunthay Apiary) 
Sat 14 2.00pm Exeter Members Session (Exeter Apiary)
Sat 14 10.30am 

- 3.30pm
Holsworthy Microscopy Training Graham Kingham.

microscopes will be provided.(Venue tbc)
Sat 14 2.00pm Newton 

Abbot
Opening of Branch Apiary Demonstrator TBA 
(Clay Lane)

Sun 15 10.00am Plymouth Improvers Meeting David Milford (Branch Apiary)
Wed 18 6.30pm Tiverton Nosema Testing and Bees Under the Microscope 

(Uplowman Village Hall) 
Sat 21 2.30pm East Devon Beginners Handling Bees with Apiary Team 

(Hunthay Apiary)
Sat 21 2.00pm Exeter Beginners Practicals tbc (Exeter Apiary) 
Sun 22 10.00am Plymouth Beginners Meeting (4) - Valerie and Terry 

McAuliffe (Branch Apiary)
Sun 22 2.00pm Tavistock Apiary viewing and study session (Mark Gibbons, 

Trewen Cottage PL15 8QF 01566 86350)
Sun 22 2.00 pm Totnes & 

Kingsbridge
Apiary Opening (Dartington Apiary)

The 2018 South Devon Beekeepers Convention will be on  
Sunday 4 November  

at The Ariel Centre, Totnes
More details available soon
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Devon County Show 
17 - 19 May 2018
Westpoint, Exeter

Wanted!!  Your Exhibits for the DBKA Honey Show 
Classes for all aspects of beekeeping

Something for everyone: Mead, Photography, Candles, 
Beeswax, Honey, Cookery, Art and Craft, Cosmetics, 

and more 
Rewards - subject to judging - trophies, gift vouchers, 

certificates, cash!
Details and Show Schedule will be available on-line at:

www.devoncountyshow.co.uk/competitors
and also available from either:

Stephen Ide
Entries Secretary
2 Evran Drive
Exmouth EX8 5RQ
01395-270473
s.d.ide@talktalk.net

Ruth Neal
Acting Show Chairman & Secretary
Badgers Barn, Withacott
Langtree, Torrington EX38 8NL
01805-601715, 
ruthmneal@aol.com

If you cannot get to the Show, but would like to enter 
your exhibits, please ask your Branch Secretary 

if he/she can co-ordinate a transport link with 
members who are able to attend.

 

20 April is the absolute cut-off date for exhibitors to enter the Bees & Honey 
competition at the Show.  Entry forms and entry fees must be with the Devon 
County Show Office no later than that date; details are in the Show Schedule 

available now on the DBKA website.
NO LATE ENTRIES - NO EXCEPTIONS


